Wherever you’re going,
our regulatory and access
experts have been there

Bringing the expertise of ~100 former
regulators and HTA assessors to you

Together we can overcome
the challenges you face

Our 1,000+ strong Regulatory & Access consulting team includes

Navigating multidimensional regulatory

Pioneering uncharted territory in

~100 former regulators and health technology assessment (HTA)

and reimbursement landscapes

rare/orphan diseases or with novel

assessors who have helped to develop guidance across the world.

Addressing the distinct requirements of

targeted therapies

regulators, payers, physicians and patients

Aligning development innovations with

Demonstrating value, as well as safety

regulatory and payer requirements

and efficacy, in the face of relentless

Identifying specialists with the right

pricing pressure

technical and therapeutic expertise

No matter which market you are targeting, our integrated experts
can guide your treatment’s journey through regulatory and access
hurdles and into the hands of the patients who urgently need it.

Putting the patient at the center of everything
we do to improve quality and compliance
Our focus never wavers from the patients who are waiting for new
treatments. We take every possible action to identify innovative solutions
to help optimize and accelerate development for earlier patient access.
Because we understand the distinct requirements of your stakeholders,
we are better placed to help mitigate risks of costly delays and keep
development on track.

Parexel’s Regulatory & Access solution
is smarter through alignment

Commercial and
business strategy
Regulatory outsourcing
Regulatory consulting
Quality and compliance
Market access
Value evidence and outcomes
Medical communications

Regulators
Payers
Patients
Physicians
Partners/
Investors

Embedding insights
into clinical development
to get new treatments
to patients sooner

Our regulatory and access experts are plugged into the realities of
clinical development. Their technical insights are geared towards more
practical, actionable solutions that can be integrated into your Parexel
development programs. It’s the difference between ideas that are nice
in theory, and those that are effective in practice.

Guided by the best minds in the industry

Let us add value:

We have a large and growing team of former regulators and payers,

Integrating regulatory and access

We don’t stop when access starts. Our

industry luminaries with broad experience, therapeutic experts with

thinking leads to smarter decisions

experts help you demonstrate the ongoing

deep technical expertise, market access specialists with proven HTA

to help design the best, most efficient

value and safety of your products to get

success, and communication gurus who know how to position the

course through global regulatory and

the greatest return on your investment. We

evidence for great stakeholder engagement.

market access hurdles

have solutions to help you stay compliant,

Combining deep technical expertise

strengthen your market position, and

~100

former regulators
and HTA assessors

and insights that optimize development
to mitigate risks and unlock efficiencies
leads to identification of innovative
solutions for earlier access, reaching
patients in need sooner and reducing
their burden

110

countries
covered

1,000+

experts worldwide
to provide in-depth
local knowledge

manage day-to-day operations throughout
the entire product lifecycle.

We’re always available
for a conversation
To learn more about our Regulatory & Access services,
please contact:
Noreen Lynch
Vice President, Lead Solutions Consultant
noreen.lynch@parexel.com
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